Unusually slow denaturation and refolding processes of pyrrolidone carboxyl peptidase from a hyperthermophile are highly cooperative: real-time NMR studies.
The refolding rate of heat-denatured cysteine-free pyrrolidone carboxyl peptidase (PCP-0SH) from Pyrococcus furiosus has been reported to be unusually slow under some conditions. To elucidate the structural basis of the unusually slow kinetics of the protein, the denaturation and refolding processes of the PCP-0SH were investigated using a real-time 2D (1)H-(15)N HSQC and CD experiments. At 2 M urea denaturation of the PCP-0SH in the acidic region, all of the native peaks in the 2D HSQC spectrum completely disappeared. The conformation of the PCP-0SH just after removal of 6 M GuHCl could be observed as a stable intermediate (D(1) state) in 2D HSQC and CD experiments, which is similar to a molten globule structure. The D(1) state of the PCP-0SH, which is the initial state of refolding, corresponded to the state at 2 M urea and seemed to be the denatured state in equilibrium with the native state under the physiological conditions. The refolding of PCP-0SH from the D(1) state to the native state could be observed to be highly cooperative without any intermediates between them, even if the refolding rate was quite slow. In the higher concentration of denaturants, PCP-0SH showed HSQC and CD spectra characteristic of completely unfolded proteins called the D(2) state. The unusually slow refolding rate was discussed as originating in the conformations in the transition state and/or the retardation of reorganization in an ensemble of nonrandom denatured structures in the D(1) state.